The learned trajectory is generated by Gaussian mixture regression (GMR) from the learned Gaussian mixture model. In online working phase, the sequence of actions is identified and experimental results show that the robot performs the learned task successfully.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main research topics in robotics community in the last two decades is development and implementation of methods to teach robots in a "human-like" way to perform particular tasks [1] [2] [3] [4] . These methods are generally called "Robot learning from demonstration", "Robot Programming by demonstration" or "Imitation Learning". A human "teacher" shows (demonstrates) his/her knowledge to the robot learner and robot learner uses the demonstrated knowledge to execute particular robotic tasks.
OVERVIEW OF THE ROBOT LEARNING FRAMEWORK
The robot learning framework is separated into two main modules: the offline learning phase and the online working phase, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The presented robot learning framework has been developed and implemented onto a two-arm robot manipulator aimed for a collaborative work with human in an industrial assembly scenario. Pi4 Workerbot 3 [15] is used as a robotic platform. It consists of two UR10 robotic arms [16] and has gravity-compensation controllers, which makes kinesthetic teaching possible. A vacuum gripper is connected as end-effector to each robotic arm.
Fig. 1 Block-diagram of the robot learning and reproduction framework
The offline learning phase consists of Data Acquisition and Learning modules. The Data Acquisition module records and stores into the database the angles and the pose of, respectively, joints and the end-effectors of the robotic arms. Also, the gripper actuation status ("On" denoting the activated gripping status and "Off" denoting not-activated gripping status) during the human demonstrations of the task via kinesthetic teaching is recorded and stored.
Additionally, the Data Acquisition module receives and stores the data obtained from the Environmental Perception Module: the pose (position and orientation with respect to world coordinate system) and dimensions of every object in the field of view of the robot vision-based system. In the presented work, a working table with the objects placed on it is in the field of view of the robot vision-based system using the Kinect [17] camera.
The learning module consists of the following two sub-modules: Task or Symbolic learning (high-level learning) and Learning at the trajectory level (low-level learning). Section III gives details on both sub-modules of the learning module.
In the online working phase, the robot has to reproduce the learned task by identifying the objects. A virtual environment for providing situation awareness to the robot has been deployed for visualization of the task actions before they are executed by the robot. Section IV provides more details about the online working phase.
OFFLINE LEARNING PHASE
In the presented work, the robot has to learn the sequence of basic actions needed to perform an object manipulation task. These basic actions are: "grasping of an object", "moving along an optimal trajectory from grasping to releasing position while carrying the object", "releasing the object" and "moving away from the working table". Several human teachers are asked to teach the robot the task of assembly of 3 parts (objects). During the task demonstrations, the human teachers had to guide the robotic arm by holding its endeffector (gripper), while the robot arm was in zero-force control mode. There were no other constraints in the teaching of the task. During the demonstrations, the data acquisition module recorded the end-effector's pose, the gripper status, as well as the pose and dimensions of the objects to be manipulated. The learning module performed learning at two levels: learning at the trajectory level (low-level) and task or symbolic learning (high-level).
Learning at the trajectory level (low-level learning)
During the considered multi-human demonstrations of moving the robot's gripper (end-effector) from one point to another on the working table, the Cartesian coordinates (X, Y, Z) and the orientation (in quaternions) of the gripper's tip were recorded. An automatic Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)-based algorithm [18] was used to select the most similar demonstrations. Further, the DTW was used to align the demonstrations from the selected similar demonstrated trajectories, and the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and the Gaussian mixture regression (GMR) methods were used to enable learning of the executed gripper's trajectory with its constrains [19] .
 Automatic selection of similar demonstrations
and alignment of the selected demonstrations The recorded datasets had different number of samples, because every human demonstrator performed the task of guiding the robot arm's gripper with different speed which caused different lengths of the recorded demonstrations. The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [20] is a method for finding an optimal alignment between two given time-series which may vary in speed and time. DTW-based algorithms are currently used for speech recognition [21] , gesture recognition [22] , robot learning [23] , gait analysis [24] and for other sensorbased applications. The fundamental functionality of DTW is to define an optimal warping path (alignment) and to calculate the DTW distance (similarity) between two given time-series. The optimal warping path is that with the minimal total cost among all possible ones. The DTW distance is defined as the total cost of the optimal warping path.
The algorithm for automatic selection of similar demonstrations [18] is used to select similar demonstrations based on the similarity measurement between the Cartesian coordinates (X, Y, Z) of the end-effector recorded in different demonstrations. However, the method presented in [18] does not take into account the orientation of the end-effector, which is an important parameter for reliable object manipulation. In the approach presented in this paper, the original method [18] is extended to include the recorded orientations of the end-effector in quaternions (qx, qy, qz, qw).
The similarity vector is calculated as follows:
where N is the total number of the demonstrations and DTW 7D (i, j) is the distance matrix in 7 dimensions which is calculated as:
Matrices
are DTW distances between demonstrations i and j in dimensions X, Y, Z and quaternions (qx, qy, qz, qw) where i, j{1, 2, …, N}. The smaller the DTW distance is, the more similar the two demonstrations are. For example, if demonstration i is compared with itself, the DTW distance is equal to zero, that is the element (i, i) of the distance matrices is equal to zero. The demonstration that has the smallest value in the vector similarity is the "reference" demonstration and is denoted with r. After deciding on the "reference" demonstration it is needed to find the demonstration which is most similar to the "reference" demonstration. The demonstration which has the minimum 7 ( , ), {1, 2, , },
 is selected as the most similar one. The reason that only two demonstrations are selected is because the DTW method is able to align only two time-series at the time. The two selected demonstrations are aligned in time (temporal dimension) by using the DTW for 7 dimensions (X, Y, Z, qx, qy, qz, qw).
 Gaussian Mixture Model and Gaussian Mixture Regression
The selected and aligned demonstrations are the input to the learning of trajectories needed to perform the task accurately. The Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used to extract constrains of the aligned trajectories [25] and the Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) is used to produce the learned path which can be used to efficiently control robot movement [25] .
The pair of selected and previously aligned demonstrations is fed into the learning system that trains the GMM in order to build the probabilistic model of the data [26] . Each
is temporal variable and D is dimensionality. In the presented work dimensionality D is equal to 8 because each data-point consists of a vector of variables X, Y, Z, qx, qy ,qz, qw and temporal. In the learning phase, the model is created with a predefined number K of Gaussians. Each Gaussian consists of the following parameters: mean vector, covariance matrix and the prior probability. Each Gaussian has a dimensionality 8 equal to the dimensionality of data-points. The probability density function p( l ) for a mixture of K Gaussians is calculated according to the following equation [19] :
where:
are mean vectors, and,
are covariance matrices of the GMM.
The parameters (prior, mean and covariance) of the GMM are estimated by the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [27] .
After the GMM parameters are learned for the task, the next step is to generalize the trajectory using GMR algorithm. The GMR retrieves the smooth trajectory through regression and has the advantage that generates a fast and optimal output from the mixture model of Gaussians [18] . The trajectory, produced by the GMR, is used directly for efficient control of the robot's movement. Output trajectory ˆ of the GMR, which is stored in the Robot Task Library, is calculated as:
Task or symbolic learning (high-level learning)
The high-level learning module is responsible for the task segmentation into individual actions and learning of sequences of those actions. This module consists of three steps: labeling of objects to be manipulated, mapping of the gripper status onto the learned path and splitting the overall task into individual actions.
 Object Labeling
During the demonstration phase, the objects involved in the task are labeled with specific IDs which denote the position of the robot's gripper when the gripper actuation status is ON or OFF and the robotic arm, left or right, which is used for object grasping or releasing. For example, the ID "left_pick_1" means that the first object, which was picked up among all identified objects on the working table, was picked up by the left robot-arm and the ID "left_place_1" denotes the identified object which was assembled with the object "left_pick_1". This labeling method also indicates the necessary sequence of actions for the object manipulation task, as the objects to be manipulated are ordered as indicated by the ID.
 Mapping of the gripper status onto the learned trajectory
The Cartesian pose of the robot's end-effector (gripper) for the positions when the robot grasped or released an object is compared with the learned trajectory (output of GMR) and the closest point is labeled as an action point which is "grasping" or "releasing" point.
 Splitting of the task into individual actions
After the mapping of the gripper actuation status onto the learned trajectory, the task is split into actions such as grasping and releasing of an object or moving actions based on the low-level learned trajectories. Therefore, in the proposed learning framework, the robot learns the sequence of actions (high-level) to perform the task including the trajectory that needs to be followed (low-level). In the considered example task, the robot learns the following sequence of actions: grasp the object with the ID "left_pick_1", "move the grasped object along the learned path and release it so as to assembly it with the object of the ID "left_place_1". The position, orientation, size and ID number of every object involved in the scene, with respect to the world coordinate system, are stored in the Task Robot Library.
ONLINE WORKING PHASE
After the offline learning phase, the learned task (learned trajectory and learned sequence of actions) is added to the Task Robot Library (TRL). During the online phase, the TRL is responsible for identifying and retrieving the task to be executed. During the online functioning, the pose and dimensions of every object are provided by the visionbased environmental perception module. TRL identifies the objects based on the pose and dimensions and if there is a match with an object in a stored learned task, the TRL will retrieve the learned task. In order to illustrate this awareness in an intuitive way to be easily understood by the human collaborator, a virtual environment has been developed using the ROS-based tool rviz (ROS visualization) [28] . The human collaborator can at first observe the robot performing the task in the virtual environment and subsequently can confirm if he/she is satisfied with the visualized robot's performing so that the robot can "get a green light" to perform the task in real-world. If the human collaborator is not satisfied, he/she can retrain the robot by providing more demonstrations.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For the evaluation of the proposed learning framework, experimental studies were conducted. Five human demonstrators were asked to demonstrate a manipulation task to the pi4 Workerbot via kinesthetic teaching. As shown in Fig. 2 Each human teacher demonstrates the task once. The data acquisition module records the end-effector's pose for the left and right robot arms. For the sake of simplicity, in this section, only the processing of the Cartesian position (X,Y,Z) for the end-effector of the left robot arm will be shown. Fig. 3 shows the data recorded during the 5 demonstrations for the Cartesian position of the left robot arm end-effector (gripper). The first step of the learning module is learning at the trajectory level. The automatic selection of similar trajectories selected the demonstrations 4 and 5 for the left robot-arm. These two selected most similar demonstrations for the left robot-arm are shown in Fig. 4 , before and after their alignment with DTW. Fig. 5-7 show the selected demonstrations after alignment together with the learned GMM models of the selected demonstrations and the trajectories generated by the GMR for each dimension X, Y, Z. Left robot-arm X-dimension: learned GMM (above) and the trajectory generated by GMR (below) Fig. 6 Left robot-arm Y-dimension: learned GMM (above) and trajectory generated by GMR (below) Fig. 7 Left robot-arm Z-dimension: learned GMM (above) and trajectory generated by GMR (below)
The second step of the learning module is to learn the sequence of actions needed to reproduce the task. Firstly, specific IDs are assigned to the objects identified on the working table, as shown in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that object A is labeled as "Left_Pick_1" and object B is labeled as "Right_Pick_1". Object C is labeled as "Left_Place_1" and "Right_Place_1", since both objects A and B shall be placed next to object C. Next, the mapping of the gripper status onto the learned trajectory and the splitting of the learned task (corresponding to the learned trajectory) into sequence of individual actions is completed. An example of mapping of the gripper status onto the dimension Z is shown in Fig. 9 .
In the online working phase, the TRL recognizes the task based on the objects placed on the working table by comparing the dimensions and pose of the objects with the dimensions and pose of the objects stored in the database during the demonstrations of the task. As shown in Fig. 10 , the robot performs the learned task successfully. In this paper, a framework for the robot learning of the object manipulation tasks via multiple human demonstrations is presented. In the offline learning phase the robot learns the task at the trajectory level by using the algorithms for automatic selection of similar demonstrations, the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and the Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR). Additionally, with the automatic object labeling and the splitting of the demonstrated task into sequence of actions, the robot is able to learn the actions which are needed to perform the task successfully. The proposed learning framework has been experimentally tested with a dual arm industrial robot for an object manipulation task in an assembly scenario and the experimental results are presented.
In the future work, the robot learning framework will be updated to enable human to correct the robot actions. The corrective actions will be used as additional input to the learning framework. Additionally, the robot learning framework will be extended to cope with obstacle avoidance without the need of additional learning.
